
ARGUS LCX
Convenient Vital Data Patient Monitoring



Comprehensive vital data patient monitoring is quite simple from 
now on. With the new SCHILLER ARGUS LCX the size of the LCD has 
been maximized, while the monitor depth is minimized to 77 mm. 
The result is a concise delineation of complex patient analysis.

This ultraflat and x-tremely user-friendly patient-monitor can be 

mounted easily on a wall or medical cart. The device has a capacity 

of 2 hours mains independent operation, which makes it an ideal 

multi-parameter monitor to be used for inhouse transportation.

Parameters:
ECG: displayable leads I - V1• 

Respiration• 

Pulse oximetry (SpO• 2)

Pulse rate• 

Temperature• 

Non-invasive blood pressure (oscillometric)• 

Two invasive blood pressure measurements• 

etCO• 2 main- or sidestream (optional)

ARGUS LCX – Switch on and use it

Features:
Very large display - 307 x 230 mm (381 mm diagonal)• 

Built-in 3-channel thermal printer (optional)• 

Software update with USB stick• 

SD memory card• 

Trends: • 

- Standalone for 6 days 

- With central station for more than 15 days

Alarm history• 

No fan inside (noiseless operation)• 

The ultrafast and calibration-free etCO• 2 module can be 

installed later by the user. No technical changes necessary. 

Simply connect and use it.

Standby and transport modes• 

Nurse-call• 

Don‘t spend time in training - simply use it.



The optional central station is already configured and can be  
operated as easily as the patient-monitor. It monitors up to 64 
bedside units and provides you with a wide range of printout  
options to document your patient's history including alarm history 
trends. 

The optional A4 laser printer enables on the spot documentation 

of all important events, trends and other vital data interpretations. 

The unique funciton of printing a strip chart on A4 paper is very  

economic and makes documentation easier than ever before. 

The easy handling and configuration of this central station pro-

vides you more time for your patients and a carefree day-to-day  

monitoring. ARGUS MPC central station is available as an op-

tion with a dual screen solution to provide you more detailed  

information.

ARGUS MPC central station – Everything under control 

Alarm log file

Graphical trend view




